
Hello guys, thank you so much for helping me out.  I have decided to do a little research project
on my own in regards to astrology.  To make sure that I create the most accurate description of
each sign for my basic astrology program for beginners I want to hear from each sign.  I am
going to go in order and Aries is the first sign.  I have been given permission to be allowed to
join an Aries facebook group.  One this helps me get a more in depth look at a true Aries
behavior.  Because each person has their own very unique birth chart some traits may not be
the same for all aries, so what I really need is to see what traits are really aries traits.  I also
want to pick your brains.  I want to know the ups and downs of being an Aries, the strengths and
the weaknesses.  But for right now we will start off with a simple.  I came across a question that
was posted on the Aries page on facebook.  There were a ton of comments on the question but
I picked the one that I thought was interesting.  Take a look, if you are interested in sharing your
thoughts and opinions on this I will offer multiple options.  You can send me an email,  give me a
call, or even meet up for lunch.  Thank you again for agreeing to try it out.

Jodi

Aries Character Questionnaire

1. “Why do Aries give people so many chances? Or is it just me?”  This was the question
posted on the Aries Facebook page.  There were many comments to this question, I
read through most of them, but I picked the one that intrigued me the most.  So I am
asking for two things:

● First I would like you to write your own comment in regards to this question.
Please be as truthful and honest with yourself.  And if this is truly an accurate
part of who you are, how does this affect your own personal life?

● Second, I would like you to read one of the comments that I found to be very
interesting.  Please read the comment and let me know what you think about it.
Is it an accurate description of a real Aries character? And please feel free to add
any other comments about this particular comment.  I want complete honesty and
thoughts about this.

○ “We try to see the good in all people, and understand that no one is
born with malice in their heart so we hope to find the good within
others.  (which also can be our downfall) although we aren’t born
evil some are taught certain things you can’t undo.  Aries are a
spicy/Kind zodiac that is ever evolving and since we were born
leaders we try and guide the rest and sometimes that may not work
in our favor in the end.  Hence we give multiple chances to
individuals in hope to appeal to their good nature.  Not sure if this is
true for all Aries, but surely applies to most.  All in all, once Aries
finally gives up on an individual there’s no turning back.”



*Once all these have been handed back to me I will take a look at all of your responses on this.
If there is truth here I would then like to send you another form with questions I have in regards
to this characteristic.  Remember my biggest focus is to really nail down the real true Aries
character and their true role in the universal process.

Love You All

Jodi

jodi.dellavalle@icloud.com
203-843-6105
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